Defining reliable disability outcomes in multiple sclerosis
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Prevention of irreversible disability is currently the most important goal of disease modifying therapy for multiple sclerosis. The disability outcomes used in most clinical trials rely on progression of Expanded Disability Status Scale score confirmed over 3 or 6 months. However, sensitivity and stability of this metric has not been extensively evaluated. Using the global MSBase cohort study, we evaluated 48 criteria of disability progression, testing three definitions of baseline disability, two definitions of progression magnitude, two definitions of long-term irreversibility and four definitions of event confirmation period. The study outcomes comprised the rates of detected progression events per 10 years and the proportions of the recorded events persistent at later time points. To evaluate the ratio of progression frequency and stability for each criterion, we calculated the proportion of events persistent over the five subsequent years once progression was achieved. Finally, we evaluated the clinical and demographic determinants characterising progression events and, for those that regressed back to baseline, determinants of their subsequent regression. The study population consisted of 16,636 patients with the minimum of three recorded disability scores, totalling 112,584 patient-years. The progression rates varied between 0.41 and 1.14 events per 10 years, with the length of required confirmation interval as the most important determinant of the observed variance. The concordance among all tested progression criteria was only 17.3%. Regression of disability occurred in 11–34% of the progression events over the five subsequent years. The most important determinant of progression stability was the length of the confirmation period. For the most accurate set of the progression criteria, the proportions of 3-, 6-, 12- or 24-month confirmed events persistent over 5 years reached 70%, 74%, 80% and 89%, respectively. Regression post progression was more common in younger patients, relapsing-remitting disease course, and after a smaller change in disability, and was inflated by higher visit frequency. These results suggest that the disability outcomes based on 3–6-month confirmed disability progression overestimate the accumulation of permanent disability by up to 30%. This could lead to spurious results in short-term clinical trials, and the issue may be magnified further in cohorts consisting predominantly of younger patients and patients with relapsing-remitting disease. Extension of the required confirmation period increases the persistence of progression events.
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Introduction

Prevention of irreversible disability is currently the most important goal of multiple sclerosis disease modifying therapy. However, assessment of disability outcomes in multiple sclerosis therapeutic trials is a complex task in a disease with great individual and time-dependent variability of neurological disability and measurement error. In particular, the design of modern clinical trials with 1–3 year follow-up infers long-term irreversible disability outcomes from short-term confirmed progression events.

In relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis, accumulation of irreversible disability is often obscured by transient neurological impairment due to relapses, with EDSS change persisting for three or more months but with subsequent regression to baseline (Hirst et al., 2012). Therefore, delayed confirmation of newly acquired disability is imperative to distinguish true irreversible progression from relapse-associated reversible disability or measurement error (Pozzilli and Prosperini, 2008). To estimate the effect of disease modifying therapy on long-term irreversible disability, several definitions of short-term disability progression have been used, with the most common definition based on a one-step increase of the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) confirmed at least 3 months after onset (Filippini et al., 2013).

Inherent in the definition of confirmed disability progression is the assumption of long-term persistence, i.e. of irreversible disability. However, an observation from pooled data from the placebo-treated cohorts of several pivotal randomized clinical trials suggested that a 3- or 6-month confirmed EDSS increase may not provide an accurate or stable estimate of long-term disease outcomes (Ebers et al., 2008). In addition, other aspects of the progression definition could determine persistence of the identified disability accrual. These include the magnitude of the EDSS change, as well as and the definition of ‘baseline’. For the latter, a single baseline EDSS assessment at the start of the observation period is often used, or, alternatively, confirmation of the baseline EDSS may be required, in order to mitigate against measurement error and EDSS fluctuation.
While psychometric properties of the EDSS, including its validity, reliability, sensitivity to change, distribution properties, feasibility, interpretation, and comparability have been evaluated, no comprehensive evaluation of long-term stability of various definitions of short-term EDSS progression has previously been performed (Meyer-Moock et al., 2014).

We therefore used MSBase, a large international prospective observational multiple sclerosis cohort study with relatively short intervals between reported EDSS scores, to compare a total of 48 combined criteria of disability progression. In particular, the analysis evaluated long-term persistence (of at least 5 years) of the identified EDSS progression events.

Patients and methods

Ethics statement

The MSBase registry (Butzkueven et al., 2006) (registered with WHO ICRTP, ID ACTRN12605000453662) was approved by the Melbourne Health Human Research Ethics Committee, and by the local ethics committees in all participating centres (or exemptions granted, according to applicable local laws and regulations). If required, written informed consent was obtained from enrolled patients, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Patients and follow-up

Longitudinal clinical data from 25,266 patients from 66 multiple sclerosis centres in 26 countries were extracted from the MSBase registry in December 2013. The inclusion criteria consisted of the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis or clinically isolated syndrome based on the 2005 or 2010 revised McDonald criteria (Polman et al., 2005, 2011) and availability of the minimum dataset (i.e. patient sex, year of birth, year of the first clinical presentation, multiple sclerosis course, treating centre and at least three clinical visits with recorded EDSS scores). The data quality assessment was conducted using a series of procedures to identify any invalid or inconsistent entries, as described elsewhere (Kalincik et al., 2013a); only information from centres contributing at least ten active patient records was included, and a date of onset was required for all recorded events.

The analysed data were recorded as part of quality clinical practice, mostly at large tertiary multiple sclerosis centres. The usual data entry practice was real-time or near-real time data entry (at the time of clinical visits). The MSBase protocol stipulates minimum annual updates of the minimum data set, but patients with less frequent visits were not excluded from the analysis. Data entry portal was either the iMed patient record system or the MSBase online data entry system. The on-study follow-up was defined as the time between the first and the last available EDSS entry.

Disability was scored by accredited scorers (Neurostatus certification was required at each centre) using the EDSS, calculated based on the functional system scores. While EDSS scores at any time-points regardless of their relationship to relapses could serve as evidence of EDSS progression, only EDSS scores recorded more than 30 days from the onset of a preceding relapse were used to confirm these progression events (3.2% of the confirmatory EDSS scores were recorded more than 30 but less than 61 days of a relapse). A relapse was defined as occurrence of new symptoms or exacerbation of existing symptoms persisting for at least 24 h, in the absence of concurrent illness or fever, and occurring at least 30 days after a previous relapse (Schumacher et al., 1965). Formal quantification of relapse-associated disability change is not required as part of the MSBase observational protocol.

Relapsing-remitting disease course was defined as multiple sclerosis presenting with bout onset followed by relapses. Primary progressive multiple sclerosis was defined as the disease with at least one year of disease progression from its first clinical manifestation. Secondary progressive disease was identified by treating neurologists based on continuous progression of disability following the relapse-onset disease course. The progressive disease course comprised both active and not active phenotypes defined by Lublin et al. (2014).

Definitions of disability progression

Forty-eight definitions of progression events were generated as combinations of the following criteria:

1. Baseline EDSS. Given that any single EDSS score may be burdened by measurement error (Goodkin et al., 1992), we examined several definitions of baseline EDSS step:
   a. EDSS at the first recorded visit (i.e. the typical trial definition), or;
   b. the minimum EDSS confirmed at two or more consecutive visits separated by at least 3 months, prior to an identified progression event, or;
   c. the lower of either criterion (a) or (b).

2. Based on the suggested use of half-step progression above EDSS step 5.5 (Weinshenker et al., 1996), we evaluated the magnitude of EDSS change as:
   a. 2 strata: Increase in EDSS by 1 point if baseline EDSS was 5.5 or lower, or increase in EDSS by 0.5 point if baseline EDSS was above 5.5, or;
   b. 3 strata: Increase in EDSS by 1.5 points if baseline EDSS was 0, increase in EDSS by 1 point if baseline EDSS was between 1 and 5.5, or increase in EDSS by 0.5 points if baseline EDSS was above 5.5.

3. Persistence of the EDSS progression for entire follow-up duration:
   a. EDSS progression events where all the subsequent EDSS scores remained at or above the level defined in (ii), or;
   b. EDSS progression events regardless of the subsequent EDSS scores.

4. Confirmation of EDSS progression at two or more consecutive visits separated in time by the minimum of:
   a. 3 months;
   b. 6 months;
   c. 12 months;
   d. 24 months.

The progression events were confirmed using all EDSS scores recorded during the minimum confirmation period and the first
EDSS score recorded after the minimum confirmation period. Multiple progression events were allowed per patient. Following each identified progression event, baseline disability level was readjusted using the criteria included in the relevant definition of progression (see above) to eliminate detection of prolonged fluctuation in EDSS.

**Study outcomes and statistical analysis**

Statistical analyses were carried out using R, version 3.0.3 (R Development Core Team, 2011). The point and interval estimates of data distributions were expressed as mean with 95% confidence intervals or margins of error, or median with interquartile range, as appropriate.

The incidence of progression events is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution and was calculated as the number of events identified per patient-decade of follow-up. In addition, the maximum hypothetical progression incidence was estimated by including those progression events not fulfilling the predefined criteria due to insufficient follow-up (i.e. due to censoring before the criteria could be fulfilled).

To evaluate the persistence of progression events over time, time to confirmed disability regression was assessed for each event. The proportions of events identified by the evaluated criteria which were followed by a 3-month confirmed regression of disability were visualized with Kaplan-Meier curves. The relationship between the sensitivity of the criteria (i.e. the standardized 10-year event incidence) and the persistence of the identified events (i.e. the proportion of the events without 3-month confirmed disability regression at 5 years post-event) was evaluated in the proportion of progression events for which at least a 5-year clinical follow-up was available.

Independent associations between selected demographic and clinical patient characteristics and the probability of experiencing progression events or reaching predefined disability levels were examined using a series of multivariable proportional hazards models (Andersen-Gill models with cluster term for patient and Efron approximation method for handling ties). The tested variables included sex, age, disease duration (from first clinical symptoms), baseline EDSS, disease course (relapsing-remitting, clinically isolated syndrome, secondary progressive, primary progressive), follow-up duration (between the first and the last available EDSS visit), and annualized visit density. Marginal Cox proportional hazards models were used to evaluate independent determinants of 3-month confirmed regression of disability following the progression events. The relative change in EDSS at the time of progression and the confirmed post-progression EDSS were used in the models of disability regression instead of the baseline EDSS.

**Results**

**Patients**

Of the 25,266 patients enrolled in the MSBase registry, 25,140 patients were diagnosed with multiple sclerosis or clinically isolated syndrome; 25,101 patients had complete minimum datasets without identified errors; and 16,636 patients had at least three recorded visits with EDSS scores and were included in the analysis. The median time between EDSS visits was 6.6 months (interquartile range 4.3–10.1). The majority of the included patients were enrolled in the MSBase registry in 2000 or later (83.5%). The number of included patients per centre is shown in the Supplementary Table 1 and their demographic and clinical characteristics are provided in Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1. The cumulative captured follow-up was 112,584 patient-years, with the median per patient follow-up of 5.7 years and nine visits with recorded EDSS scores.

**Incidence of progression events**

The mean incidence of progression events (for an example of a typical disability course see Supplementary Fig. 2) varied, with respect to the examined definitions, between 0.41 and 1.14 events per patient-decade (margin of error between 0.003 and 0.006; see Fig. 1; for the number of the identified progression events see Supplementary Table 2). Maximum hypothetical progression rates calculated by including the progression events persistent for the duration of the follow-up but with insufficient time to fulfill the predefined criteria of event confirmation are shown in Fig. 1. These represent the upper bounds of the progression incidence. The most pronounced determinant of the progression event incidence was the duration of the required confirmation interval, with 3-month confirmed events being the most common. The 2-strata definition of EDSS progression magnitude resulted in a marginally higher number of identified
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<thead>
<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease duration at inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up duration, years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinically isolated syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relapsing-remitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At censoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinically isolated syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relapsing-remitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability, EDSS step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At censoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annualized change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-study annualized relapse rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of on-study visits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD = standard deviation.
progression events than the 3-strata definition. As expected, the requirement of progression being sustained at all subsequent EDSS visits led to a relative decrease in the incidence of progression events. Among the definitions of baseline disability, the definition using the lower of the two potential baseline EDSS scores [either EDSS at the first visit or the 3 months confirmed lowest EDSS (definition (i)c, see ‘Materials and methods’ section)] predictably identified the highest number of progression events.

Of the 14,129 unique progression events identified by at least one of the tested progression criteria, only 2,656 (17.3%) were identified by all 48 criteria simultaneously.

Persistence of progression events

To evaluate the relationship between the incidence of progression events identified by the tested criteria and their persistence over time, we identified those events with at least 5-year available post-event follow-up (for the characteristics of these events see Supplementary Table 3). Figure 2 shows the progression rates per patient-decade and the proportion of these events which continued to fulfil the criteria of progression over the subsequent 5 years (the criteria where persistent progression of disability formed part of the definition are not shown). The two criteria resulting in the combination of the highest disability progression rate and the largest proportion of persistent events at 5 years were those defined by baseline EDSS recorded at a single time-point, and 12- or 24-month confirmed progression of disability. The respective proportions of 5-year persistent progression events were 80–81% (95% CI 79–82%) and 88–89% (95% CI 87–90%). The criteria using the two and the three EDSS strata resulted in comparable progression persistence. In contrast, the progression criteria typically used in clinical trials, based on 3- or 6-month confirmed progression

---

**Figure 1** Incidence of disability progression events by the evaluated criteria. The graphs show the observed mean incidence (black), the maximum hypothetical incidence given that sufficient follow-up time to enable confirmation of each event was available (grey) and the incidence of the progression events which were persistent at all subsequent time points (yellow). Mean and 95% CI (Poisson) are shown. The criteria were evaluated in a cohort consisting of 16,636 patients followed over 112,584 patient-years. Two EDSS progression strata were defined as increase in EDSS by 1 step if baseline EDSS was 5.5 or lower, or increase in EDSS by 0.5 otherwise. Three EDSS progression strata were defined as the increase of EDSS by 1.5 steps if baseline EDSS was 0, by 0.5 steps if baseline EDSS was above 5.5, and by 1 step otherwise.

**Figure 2** Estimate of the sensitivity and persistence of the evaluated progression criteria. The number of eligible patients was determined as the number of patients with at least 5-year follow-up following their first identified progression event. The number and characteristics of the patients evaluated for each criterion is given in Supplementary Table 3. Two EDSS progression strata were defined as increase in EDSS by 1 step if baseline EDSS was 5.5 or lower, or increase in EDSS by 0.5 otherwise. Three EDSS progression strata were defined as the increase of EDSS by 1.5 steps if baseline EDSS was 0, by 0.5 steps if baseline EDSS above 5.5, and by 1 step otherwise. Error bars represent 95% CI.
disability and three EDSS strata resulted in 70% (95% CI 68–71%) and 74% (95% CI 72–75%) progression persistence at 5 years, respectively.

To assess persistence of the identified disability progression events over time, we evaluated the proportion of these events in which the original criteria of progression failed to be sustained on two consecutive subsequent visits, separated in time by at least 3 months (i.e. 3-month confirmed regression of disability). Figure 3 demonstrates the Kaplan-Meier curves for the proportions of regressed progression events (with time at reaching progression set as year 0) for the two most efficient criteria sets (see above). With respect to the various definitions of progression, the most powerful determinant of regression probability post-progression was duration of the required confirmation period. The 3-months confirmed progression events were the least persistent, with 22–26% regression rates over the initial 10 years post-progression. In contrast, the 24-month confirmed progression events were the most persistent of the compared criteria, with only 8–9% regression rates over the 10 years post-progression.

Long-term disability outcomes associated with progression and regression events

Among the patients with sufficient post-progression follow-up, we evaluated the EDSS at 5 years from their first progression event. Those in whom the progression events were followed by regression of disability (between 299 and 942 patients, depending on the criterion) showed lower disability at 5 years than those with the progression event persistent over the 5 years (group sizes of between 2036 and 2386 patients). The corresponding EDSS scores were 2–2.5 (1.5, 4–4.5) versus 5.5–6 (3.5–4, 6.5), respectively [median (quartiles)] for the two most efficient disability progression criteria. These values correspond to the respective increase in EDSS by 0.5–1 (0–0.5, 1–1.75) versus 2.5 (1.5–3.5), [median (quartiles)].

Determinants of disability progression and regression

Hazard ratios for the potential determinants of progression events derived from a series of multivariable proportional hazards models are shown in Fig. 4. While male sex was associated with an increased risk of experiencing progression events for all tested criteria, female sex was associated with a more likely recovery of the events confirmed at 3 months. Older age was associated with a higher risk of progression events with a decreased likelihood of recovery. The association with age was stronger for the criteria with longer confirmation interval. Interestingly, disease duration was not independently associated with the probability of progression or regression. Lower baseline EDSS was associated with a higher probability of progression events, and the association varied depending on the definition of progression magnitude (with the
stronger association observed for the 2-strata paradigm). Both greater progression-related change in EDSS and higher post-progression EDSS score were associated with a decreased likelihood of disability regression. Progressive disease course, in particular the secondary progressive course, was positively associated with the incidence of progression events, and in most instances was negatively associated with a subsequent recovery. As expected, the association with follow-up duration was more pronounced for the progression events with later confirmation but not for the regression events. Importantly, the frequency of EDSS assessments was positively associated with the incidence of progression events and their regression for all evaluated criteria. The association between the EDSS frequency and the probability of regression was mitigated by the longer confirmation of the progression events.

Figure 4 Determinants of disability progression events and their subsequent regression. The graphs represent hazard ratios and their 95% CIs from a series of multivariable Anderson-Gill models of the cumulative hazard of multiple progression events and their subsequent regression (for the numbers of progression events detected by each of the criteria see Supplementary Table 2). Each row represents a single multivariable model of one progression definitions, with the evaluated determinants shown in separate panels to facilitate assessment of the identified associations with respect to the definitions. Two EDSS progression strata were defined as increase in EDSS by 1 step if baseline EDSS was 5.5 or lower, or increase in EDSS by 0.5 otherwise. Three EDSS progression strata were defined as the increase of EDSS by 1.5 steps if baseline EDSS was 0, by 0.5 steps if baseline EDSS above 5.5, and by 1 step otherwise. Baseline EDSS was calculated as per the criteria included in the definitions. Reference value for the disease course was relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis. Visit density was calculated as the mean number of visits per year. CIS = clinically isolated syndrome; PPMS = primary progressive multiple sclerosis; SPMS = secondary progressive multiple sclerosis.
Discussion

In this analysis of multiple sclerosis disability change from the prospective, observational MSBase cohort study, we have shown that the disability metrics based on short-term confirmed disability progression overestimate the long-term accumulation of irreversible disability. This bias can be mitigated by extending the minimum confirmation time from the 3–6 months, used in most of the previous intervention trials, to 12 or 24 months, with only little effect on the sensitivity of the progression criteria.

Optimizing the definition of disability progression

The definitions of disability outcomes used most commonly in the clinical trials of multiple sclerosis therapies are those of 1-step EDSS progression confirmed over 3- or 6-month period (Filippini et al., 2013). These metrics are used as estimators of irreversible, long-term accumulation of disability available within the limited timeframe of the treatment trials. However, information from the placebo arms of 31 randomized clinical trials suggested that only a small proportion of the 3- and 6-month confirmed progression events reflect permanent disability, especially in relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (Ebers et al., 2008). For instance, data from the pivotal trial of interferon β-1b showed that the on-trial 1-step progression of EDSS confirmed at 3 months was only poorly predictive of disability outcomes at 16 years (EDSS step 6 or secondary progressive multiple sclerosis) (Goodin et al., 2012). Liu and Blumhardt (2000) demonstrated that even as early as the end of a clinical trial conducted over 2 years, half of those patients who experienced 3- or 6-month confirmed disability progression have already reverted to a non-progressed status.

Healy et al. (2011) showed that modelling EDSS scores directly may provide higher power to detect relative treatment effects than modelling confirmed progression events. However, the absolute change in EDSS (particularly when relying on a small number of compared time-points) is burdened by noise introduced by the relatively high inter- and intra-rater variability (Noseworthy et al., 1990) as well as variance introduced by reversible deterioration of neurological signs due to relapse (Lublin et al., 2003), and its use in intervention trials has been discouraged (European Medicines Agency, 2012). Instead, the European Medicines Agency recommended the following criteria: (i) sustained progression of disability based on 1-step EDSS progression (for EDSS ≤ 5.5) or 0.5-step EDSS progression (for EDSS > 5.5) confirmed at two consecutive examinations at least 6 months apart, or (ii) accumulation of a specified degree of disability.

We have demonstrated that the most important determinant of progression event stability (defined as the lack of confirmed regression following a progression event) was the minimum required confirmation time. For the most stable set of progression criteria (based on a single baseline EDSS time-point and requiring 1.5-point progression where baseline EDSS step was 0), the proportion of events regressing within 5 years of progression decreased with longer confirmation time (30%, 26%, 20%, and 11% for 3-, 6-, 12-, and 24-month confirmation periods, respectively). This is in agreement with a previous study which reported that incidence of 1–2-step EDSS change confirmed at 12 months is a more reliable disability outcome than the outcomes routinely used in clinical trials (Ebers et al., 2008).

As expected, the 2-strata paradigm of progression magnitude (with the EDSS increase of 1 point for EDSS 0-5.5, or 0.5 points above EDSS 5.5) resulted in marginally higher detection of progression events than the 3-strata paradigm. However, it should be noted that the stability of EDSS improves at the higher levels of disability (Weinshenker et al., 1996; Hohol et al., 1999; Ravenborg et al., 2005) and thus the requirement of a relatively larger step progression in patients with milder disability may be necessary to improve the accuracy of the definition of progression events.

It is worth noting that only 17.3% of the all detected events were identified by all the tested criteria simultaneously. This implies that various aspects of the progression criteria impact markedly on the sensitivity of these criteria, in particular, the various definitions of event confirmation and baseline disability. Out of the baseline EDSS definitions, the definition using the lower of the single EDSS value recorded at the first visit or the 3-month confirmed minimum EDSS resulted in the highest detection of progression events. However, when examined in the subset of events with the subsequent minimum 5-year follow-up, it was less sensitive than the definition based on a single time point, which also yielded a marginally higher stability of the identified events (Fig. 2). This, together with the practicability of obtaining the baseline EDSS during a single visit, favours this definition above others.

The significance of accurate identification of the progression events with long-term persistence was demonstrated by the evaluation of the 5-year post-progression disability outcomes. Those progression events followed by regression of disability were associated only with a minor change in EDSS at 5 years, unlike the persistent progression events, which resulted in marked accumulation of disability and higher overall EDSS scores. Therefore, accurate identification of persistent progression events enables more accurate evaluation of patients’ disability trajectories.

Determinants of progression and regression of disability

We confirmed the associations of male sex, older age and progressive multiple sclerosis course with higher probability of disability accrual reported by previous studies (Confavreux et al., 2003; Leray et al., 2010). We also observed an increased probability of progression events in...
patients with lower EDSS score, an effect most likely attributed to the EDSS structure. While the lower EDSS steps are based on mild to moderate changes in multiple functional systems, higher EDSS steps are determined by quantitated locomotor performance and self-care functions and therefore possess improved stability. As expected, longer follow-up duration was required to optimize detection of the events with longer confirmation period. Importantly, all disability events were more incident to the patients with higher frequency of EDSS visits. Thus the follow-up duration and visit frequency represent potential confounders of disability outcomes and need to be taken into consideration in the design of observational studies as well as clinical trials.

As shown previously, improvement of disability is a well-known scenario in multiple sclerosis, either in relation to remission after a relapse or due to a more prolonged recovery of neurological function (Tremlett et al., 2012). Our observed associations of younger age, non-progressive disease course, lower post-progression EDSS and lower progression-related disability accrual with increased probability of recovery from disability progression events were in keeping with the results of a study conducted in an untreated multiple sclerosis cohort (Tremlett et al., 2012). The association of female sex with relatively higher chance of recovery from the progression events confirmed over 3 months most probably signifies that a number of these events represent relapses, which are known to be more frequent among females (Kalincik et al., 2013b). The notion that the incidence of progression events and their regression was more closely associated with patient age than with disease duration is complementary to our observation of a similar interaction between age, disease duration and relapse frequency (Kalincik et al., 2013b). The overall follow-up duration had no impact on the probability of recovery, whose definition requiring confirmation over 3 months was constant across various progression definitions. Similar to the incidence of progression events, the recovery was vulnerable to the confounding owed to the variable visit density—particularly the recovery from the events confirmed over a relatively short time.

**Study limitations**

The main limitation of the present study overlaps with the limitations of the EDSS. While EDSS is based on neurological examination and is therefore clinically relevant and accessible to neurologists, it is burdened with a relatively low intra- and inter-rater reliability contributed to by the subjective components of clinical assessment, particularly at the lower end of the scale (Amato et al., 1988; Goodkin et al., 1992). The scale is asymmetrical, assigning a relatively larger weight to locomotion, and non-linear (for review see Amato and Portaccio, 2007). Evaluation of the contribution of the functional system scores to the overall EDSS sensitivity and accuracy was beyond the scope of this project. Our study involved data recorded in 63 centres over long follow-up periods, and this probably led to inflation of EDSS score variance. On the other hand, we aimed at mitigating the EDSS variance through the requirement of Neurostatus certification at each participating MBase centre and at diminishing its impact through the size of the studied population. Importantly, the central aim of this study was to assess the accuracy (i.e. long-term persistence) of disability outcomes assessed in quality clinical practice; therefore, the higher variance most probably resulted in more conservative conclusions in relation to the stability of the disability outcomes. While relapses represent important source of variability in disability, they often lead to accumulation of permanent disability (Lublin et al., 2003). To reflect this, we allowed the initial change in disability to be recorded regardless of its relation to preceding relapses but required confirmation of this initial event with an EDSS score recorded outside a post-relapse period. It should be noted that the analysed cohort comprised patients treated with a variety of disease modifying therapies. While it is expected that various disease modifying agents exert differential effects on the incidence of EDSS progression events (in particular the events associated with relapses), analysis of this potential effect was not the aim of this study and will be addressed in future studies. A further limitation in relation to extrapolation of our conclusions to randomized clinical trials is that these are often restricted to individuals with lower EDSS scores and have frequent observations (e.g. every 3 months). As we have demonstrated that the latter would result in lower long-term persistence of identified sustained progression events, our evaluations of long-term progression persistence in a cohort with median inter-visit interval of 6.6 months could be optimistic. Finally, the lack of a minimum required follow-up time may have introduced a bias that would underestimate sensitivity of the definitions, in particular those using longer confirmation periods. The maximum magnitude of this bias can be estimated from the maximum hypothetical event incidence (shown in Fig. 1), whose trends mirror the trends observed in the incidence of the confirmed events.

**Conclusion**

Progression of EDSS score confirmed at 3 or 6 months is an outcome feasible for use in 2–3-year intervention trials; however, it may result in identification of temporary disability changes in 30% or 26% of the identified events, respectively. While 12- or 24-month confirmed disability progression is not free from this bias, it provides more accurate evaluation of irreversible disability accrual with 20% and 11% of the detected events owed to temporary EDSS changes, respectively. We therefore suggest implementation of longer disability confirmation periods in the design of observational studies but also of prospective clinical trials. This is not impractical as most modern trials include open-label extension studies, and these observations can be used
to define 12- and 24-month confirmations of disability progression events which occurred during the randomised stages of these trials.
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